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March 2022 | $10 per person
(Tasting fee waived with any wine purchase.)
Purchase your tasting glass for $10.
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2020 MOSSBACK
RUSSIAN RIVER
ROSÉ OF PINOT NOIR
Tasting Room Exclusive!

2020 MOSSBACK
RUSSIAN RIVER
ROSÉ OF PINOT NOIR
Tasting Room Exclusive!

The delicate pale peach color is mirrored in wispy
aromas of cherries, raspberries, and ambrosia.
The flavors are a bright mix of fresh honeydew,
lime, kumquat, and watermelon.
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2020 TINTO REY
DUNNIGAN HILLS
VERDEJO
Estate Bottled

2020 TINTO REY
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VERDEJO
Estate Bottled

The iconic Spanish white grape. Aromas of
gardenia and citrus; flavors of white peach,
lemon, apricot and apple and a creaminess from
barrel aging. The finish is crisp and refreshing,
perfect for the patio!
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2020 MATCHBOOK
DUNNIGAN HILLS
PETITE SIRAH
Estate Bottled

2020 MATCHBOOK
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PETITE SIRAH
Estate Bottled

There is nothing petite about Petite Sirah. This
wine has a huge personality, the loudmouth of the
bunch. Full bodied with a big structure and lots of
deep red fruit and pepper spice. The buddy you
want to share with a big steak and lots of friends.
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2018 HERDSMAN
GIGUIERE ESTATE
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Tasting Room EXCLUSIVE!
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The Herdsman is the culmination of Matchbook’s
quest to create a premium Cabernet Sauvignon
from the Dunnigan Hills. The flavors travel from
oak to fruit to white pepper. Vanilla and toast are
followed by strawberry, black cherry and a little
plum.
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